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Sarah Ng

From:
Sent: Monday, 2 November 2020 1:48 PM
To: DPE PS Biodiversity Mailbox
Cc: wollondilly@parliament.nsw.gov.au
Subject: AGAINST WILTON REZONING

  Planning Department: 
 
   As resident of the Wollondilly Shire for the last 6 years, I’m voicing my opinions OBJECTING to the Draft 
Cumberland Plain Conservation plan, 
Referring to the rezoning of 138 Properties from RU2 to E2, of which I  
 
  I moved to Wilton for the country living style. With Wilton in close Proximity to Campbelltown and Wollongong 
making it very desirable. 
We have already seen great changes here, with Bingara Gorge being Born and now Wilton Green. Progress is always 
inevitable and more often than not good for the Community. 
 
  The Planning committee needs to have a serious look as to how BADLY their Rezoning would affect the 138 
Landowners, THEIR CHILDREN AND FUTURE GRAND CHILDREN. 
 
  All around us The infrastructure is EXPANDING, Thousands of Homes built and all the utilities that go along with 
expansion, but you want to deprive US the 138 FAMILIES 
Of doing anything with our NEST EGGS. It looks to me as though small numbers Just don’t MATTER!!!! 
 
   If this Rezoning was to go Through those 138 families would all be AFFECTED NEGATIVELY!!! You Have the audacity 
to put at risk those 138 Families Futures! 
 
   Surely a better way would be to leave the zoning as RU2, But allow the committee and council to present the 138 
Families with the opportunity to sub divide their 
Properties into 5 Acre Parcels, which would have Minimal  to no environmental effect. This I see is a way of helping 
Families in their future and certainly making it easier for my Children  
and many other Children to have a chance to Build their OWN HOMES, which as we know are out of reach for a 
Great number of people. 
 
 
  Regards 
  . 




